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*�All�data�collected�was�recorded�6�months�after�the�Class�of�2020�graduated�and�18�months�after�the�Class�of�2019�graduated.�The�data�reflect�93%�of�alumni.�

Introduction

88% 
of�alumni�in�full�time� 
positions�or�in�graduate� 
programs

95%
of�alumni�held�an�intership
role�prior�to�graduation

13% 
continuing�their�education�in� 
masters programs, doctorate  
programs�or�academic�fellowships

M inerva prepares students to thrive and create positive impact in an uncertain 
and quickly changing global workforce. As of January 2021, Minerva Schools at 
KGI has graduated 223 undergraduate students in its first two graduating classes 

of 2019 and 2020. Despite a global pandemic, widespread lockdowns, and rapidly-changing 
employer expectations, Minerva graduates find themselves receiving job offers, launching 
their own companies, and beginning graduate programs with success. Prepared with unique 
skills and experiences gained fom their undergraduate journey, Minerva students are thriving 
in industries and roles with high contributions and thoughtful participation in the workforce. 
Whether conducting pivotal research in renowned laboratories, strategizing operations at 
impactful organizations, or starting their own entrepreneurial endeavors, Minerva alumni 
are pursuing their passions through public, private, and social sectors across the world.

The post-graduate success of Minerva alumni is the result of hard work, resiliency, and 
learned resourcefulness, in addition to an intentionally-designed academic and student 
life experience that equips them with a unique global mindset and highly-transferable 
knowledge. Minerva students gain professional skills and experiences throughout their 
university journey. As students, they travel the world, participate in internship and research 
opportunities, engage in project-based learning with local organizations, and receive 
personalized coaching feedback and ref lection sessions with Minerva’s Coaching and Talent 
Development team. The following figures represent Minerva graduates’ current professional 
ventures, as well as select examples to show the alumni’s breadth in career roles and interests.



2% Commerce

5% Consulting

6% Data�Science

17% Education

1% Entrepreneurial

2% Environmental�Services

8% Financial�Services�

2% Food & Beverage  

1% Gaming

2% Government/Politics�

6% Healthcare�/�Biotech 

2% Journalism�/�Media�/�Publishing�

3% Marketing�/�Advertising�/�Sales

12% Non-Profit�/�Social�Enterprise 

2% Real Estate

10% Scientific�Research 

20% Technology

7% Artificial�Intelligence�/�Machine�Learning  

6% Business�Development 

13% Communications�/�Marketing�/�Sales�

2% Customer Success 

9% Data�Analysis�/�Statistics���

5% Design�&�Creative�Production 

8% Education�&�Teaching�

3% Financial�Management�&�Analytics

2% General�Management�&�Administration�

2% Impact�Evaluation

2% Learning�&�Development 

5% Operations

4% Product�Management

3% Professional�Services

13% Research

10% Software�Engineering

7% Other

Industry Function

*�All�data�collected�was�recorded�6�months�after�the�Class�of�2020�graduated�and�18�months�after�the�Class�of�2019�graduated.�The�data�reflect�93%�of�alumni.�



*Size�of�clusters�indicate�more�opportunities.�

62%
of�alumni�are�working� 
in�countries�different�from� 
their�home�countries

Select Non-Profits

Select Graduate Schools 
Admissions Offers and Enrollments

69%
of�alumni�are�working� 
in�the�United�States

Select Companies

Global Opportunities 
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